1. The assumption. Consider a formal G every term of which is divisible by some UiVj** Let 2 be the set of all such forms G. Then 2 is a differential ideal, and is perfect. For, if a form has a term free of, say, every Ui, then every power of the form will have such a term. It is easy to see that S is the perfect differential ideal generated by uv. If 2 has a strong basis* then it has one consisting purely of forms
be a strong basis for S, and let p be the associated positive integer. We work toward a contradiction. We denote by a a positive integer to be fixed later.
Consider the set of all forms
Every such form has an expression S-i c t/(ZLi%^i^u) p > where r is some positive integer, and the c g and the a g n are rational numbers.* Therefore, by our assumption on the nature of the basis (1) and the integer p, every form (2) is in the differential ideal generated by the forms (1).
Hence each form (2) is a linear combination, with coefficients in F, of forms
Since the forms (2) are all linearly independent over J, it follows that the number of distinct forms (2) cannot exceed the number of distinct forms (3). We denote the number of distinct forms (2) by R P , a , and the number of distinct forms (3) by Q p , a . We thus have Rp, a^QP ,a.
In the next section we force the contradiction that Rp, a >Q P ,a for a sufficiently large.
The contradiction. We consider those expressions (2) for which ii+ji = v, (OSV^OL).
The coefficient of Ui l Vj l in (2) is then
The number of distinct forms (4) is i? p _i, a _ y , and therefore the number of distinct symbols f (4) is not less than R p^i , a -v. Since the number of expressions u^v^ with ii+ji = v is P + 1, the total number of sym- (2) can represent the same form. Hence
We now show that there exist positive numbers b py (p = 1, 2, • • • ), independent of a, such that (6) R P , a^ b p (a+ I)**-*.
Obviously 2?i,«=a + l, so that (6) holds for p = 1. Suppose (6) holds for p = rn -l. Then, by (5), using [x] to denote the greatest integer not exceeding x, we have 
